
PROVINCE.-fOWN ADVOCATE 
JULY 29, 1909 

ARTIST AMBROSE WEBSTER HAS 
PURCHASED THE STORE BUILDING 
AND A PORTION OF THE LAND 
ADJOINING AT THESHORE OF THE 
BURCHESTATE, EAST END. IT IS TO 
BE USED AS A STUDIO BY HIMSELF 
AND CLASS OF PUPILS. 





Tbe studio building which to be 
erectedfor Artist e 

shoreBangsStreet neighborhood i.a 
to beforty-fourfeet long, seventeen
feet wide and two stories high,with
thew studio atatthe streetendupper
floor, andstudent's roomsin other
partsof the building

Procincetown- March 31, 1910 



March, 1914 The International Studio Pages 10-11 

''E. AMBROSE WEBSTER will again conduct his Summer School ofPainting in quaint 
and picturesque Provincetown, at the tip end of Cape Cod, where as usual he will 
specialize on colour and sunlight effects, as applied especially to landscape, still life and 
portrait work, painting, in the latter case, from the living model in the open air. A studio 
is provided for the use of the class on rainy days. Three criticisms are given each week 
by Mr. Webster, two of them out of doors. There will also be lectures on colour. The 
unique location ofProvincetown, added to the remoteness of the date ofits settlement, 
provide unusual opportunities which are the delight of artists and art students." 



IN THE WORLD OF ART (undated clipping from the Monument Museum Archives) 

[RE: Provincetown Art Association 3rd annual exhibition (1917) at Town Hall, jury 
included Hawthorne, Webster, Browne, Halsall, Sensenay, Ferguson and Mars] 

"SNOW" Mr. Webster's one contribution is of a sort to justify the advertisement of his 
school in the catalogue: ·"Learn to paint sunlight and see color. " The yellow houses and 
white snow, the foreground trees, tan in the sun and deep violet in the half-tone, are all 
fabricated -in .fhe familiar fearless .Websterian fashion. Youmust hand -it to this painter 
for making a brave display, even though there are valuable qualities which fail to appear 
in such a production as this. 

Transcribed by Stephen Borkowski 
September 2, 2001 
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Six Boston Evening Transcript Magazine Section Saturday, September 14, 1935 

NEW ENGLAND HONORS REBEL AT ART CLUB 

[ Right Illustration] 

La Gaude, France, by E. Ambrose Webster 

Included in the Memorial Exhibit of the Late 
Provincetown Painter' s work, now on view 
At the Boston Art Club, Painted in 1927 

Late Ambrose Webster was a pioneer in Full Color at Provincetown 

By William Germain Dooley 

One of the mildest of American artistic rebels was the late E. Ambrose Webster. 
His death last January at the age of sixty-six removed one of the guiding spirits of the 
Impressionistic and llluministic movement in this country. Almost alone he fought the 
battle of what was then called "modernism" in the Provincetown art colony, and under 
his lead there a group of artists, mostly New Yorkers, who were summer residents, began 
the July "modem" exhibitions at the Art Association. This past summer that annual show 
was in a sense, dedicated to his work Now the Boston Arts Club has set forth, as its 
opening event, a chronologically arranged exhibit, of his work from 1906 to his latest 
canvases. 

His career was in some respects an unusual one. Blessed with the ordinary 
advantages of an American youth of his time who aspired to an artistic career and 
enjoying the training of the best teachers of the traditional school here and abroad, it is to 
his credit that he gradually broke away from what is considered now a hampering 
tradition and developed his work along courageous lines of full color in high intensity. 
That he did not achieve distinction in his personal effort is beside the matter, compared 
with the actual rugged individualism which had to be shown in pre-war exhibitions. 

Talented Student in Paris 

E. Ambrose Webster was born in Chelsea, Massachusetts, in 1869. He was a 
student at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts School under Benson and Tarbell, and later 
went to Paris, where - as all aspiring American students should - he studied at Laurens, 
Benjamin Constant, and Albert Gleizes. Local tradition here-abouts also has it that he 
was a star pupil at Julian' s, his draughtsmanship being facile and strong. It is 



... 
. 

remembered by his fellow pupils that his drawings were hung on the walls of the 
academy as exemplary specimens of that type of work. 

Whatever his promise was at that time, one cannot find virtuosity of drawing in 
his memorial exhibit at the Art Club. There are over forty pictures covering a span of 
twenty-five years work and showing Webster' s growth from an academy trained student 
to a painter in brilliant colors, working from the dazzling effects of objects in full sunlight 
to a more or less tentative attempt at abstraction and cubistic rationalization of his design. 
They do show, to an observant and long memoried visitor, somewhat of the "open air" 
approach in glowing and vivid colors which caused so much comment in his earliest 
exhibits in Boston at the Art Club (of which he was a member) and elsewhere. 

His Influence is His Memorial 

It is difficult to imagine nowadays, that such entirely uneventful passages of 
painting "en plein air" could have caused so much furor. Certain it is that the blurring of 
outlines in dazzling light, the crude raw pigmentation that was sought in blazing. tropic 
scenes, the early canvases that were lacking in subtlety of technique, the otherwise 
pleasantly clear and clean handling would not excite more than an historical observation 
nowadays. Like so many of the brilliant youths ofhis artistic generation. Webster was 
more a conduit ofthe new light than a generative force of originality. His illuminism was 
a transplanted form, a reaction to the new glories of the late nineteenth century Paris 
illuminists that was enthusiastic but hardly with discriminatory foundation for the sound 
structural features : 

How he overcame this tendency for a period is best shown in those canvases 
which are dated in the years 1917-1920, with solid landscapes and semi-tropic views 
enlightened by a full flood of intense color. Here one sees his "Red House" "St. 
George's" or the only half realized prophecies of his northern landscape "Snow" painted 
in 1919. The impressionism of such treaties as "Rocks" in 1916 has changed to a more 
consistent handling in the following years. How he came to embrace the later and more 
advanced mode of paintings through various phases into abstractionism may be seen to 
have only an aftergrowth of spontaneity. One or two of them stand with a well organized 
design of figure and plain backgrounds but the rest descend into well lighted by otherwise 
disjointed decorative screens. In the last analysis, the memorial to Ambrose Webster will 
not be his own work but the profound influence and encouragement which he gave to a 
younger generation at Provincetown at a time when few of the worthy elders would 
support their initiative. 

The exhibition at the Art Club will continue through September 28. 
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PROVINCEToWN ART ASSOCJl\liON & MuSEUM 
460 CommercialSTREIT · 

E. AMBROSE WEBSTER 
Early Modernist Painter 

A Panel Discussion 
moderated by: James Bakker 

with panelists: Stephen Borkowski 
Julie Heller, Miriam Stubbs 

and Tony Vevers 

Saturday, September 8, 2001 
at 8 PM 

(Please note that this is a change of date.) 

FREE TO THE PUBLIC 

Gain insight into the work of one of he Art Association's formdingfothers, 
E. Ambrose Webster: Learn how Webster's work helped mold Provincetown into 11 

center for lenrning, llS well as his contribution to the historical significance of Prov-
incetown as an art colony. The exhibition E. Ambrose Webster: Early Modernist 
Painter will remain on view through October 14, 2001. 
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